DIFFERENTLY-ABLED AWARENESS MONTH

I

n the circular 47/2019 Bowls South Africa requested
that clubs invite differently-abled players to enjoy
the game of bowls during the month of November.
Thank you to all the clubs for the intensive planning
and the successful events that took place. Sharing
some of these stories will hopefully give your club the
incentive to take on the next awareness event.
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Players took part in the physical challenges. From l to r is seen arm behind back—keeping balance
(session 3), eye patch - depth distortion (session 1) and bowling from a seated position (session 2).

I

t was with great pride that
Plettenberg Bay Bowling Club
in the Eden District held a ‘Day
4 Disability’ on Saturday, November 30th.
The purpose was to raise
awareness of lawn bowls as a
social sport for all and to showcase the participation of differently-abled bowlers skilfully

engaging in a leisure activity
alongside the able-bodied on
equal terms. 48 bowlers from
near and far took part including
two Protea players and eight
people with physical challenges.
During the morning session a
game of 3 sets of skills-based
play to mimic what it is like to
bowl as a disabled player took
place. During the first set players wore an eye patch over one

eye to distort depth perception.
During the second set players
delivered their bowls whilst
seated on a crate to mimic
bowling from a wheelchair.
During the third set the players
had to put their non-bowling
arm behind their back to deliver
the bowl, this is to show the
balance required playing only
with one arm.
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DAY 4 DISABILITY PLETTENBERG BAY
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E

Some of the comments of participants has been included in
this newsletter, see back page.

ach player had a personal
score card to cover all three
tasks. After a sponsored lunch the
regular tabs in game started for all
players. During the month of November three of the members had
sold tickets for a 50/50 draw and
R24 000 was raised which will be
put towards improving the club’s
accessibility for differently-abled
players and older players with less

mobility. It was a highly successful
and happy day and the major aim
of awareness was achieved. At the
prize giving function the awards for
the day were handed to the winners - best at each set and best
overall performer.
The Day 4 Disability event was the
brainchild of the Plettenberg Bay
BC and when put to the Executive
Committee for Eden Bowls it was
decided that an event like the one
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held in Plettenberg Bay would become a fixture on the Eden bowling
calendar. Clubs in the District will
be encouraged to hold a fundraising/awareness event during the
first week in December, to honour
the SA National Disability Awareness Month, taking place during
November as well as the United
Nations International Day of Persons with Disabilities, taking place
on the 3rd of December. This has
created further excitement.

ATLAS SIMULATES VISUALLY IMPAIRED
with two prominent Benoni
Blind Bowlers, namely, May
Homer (Protea) and Beppie
Summersgill (EKB District)
attending as well as Cedric
Summergill who directs
Beppie.

T

he Atlas Bowling Club in Gauteng held a Disability Awareness day on the 1st of December
2019. With 32 entrants of which
nine people had never played
bowls before it was a proud event

All the players participated in
“playing” as a visually impaired
bowler using three different types
of simulator glasses. The club also
had the players using a chair to
bowl from as a substitute for a

wheelchair which physically disabled people bowl from. Great fun
was had by all and the players told
us that they are now more aware
of the challenges faced by visually
impaired and disabled Bowlers.
We wish to thank the following
sponsors for making the day possible: the Motor Industry Staff Association, Atlasville Spar, Alaska Spur,
Renco Brokers, Cool Running Radiators, Tomco, Peter Slabbert and
Southport Trading.

WHEELIES AND BLIND PLAYERS IN PAIRS FINA L

K

raaifontein Bowls Club had their annual Disability
day on 24 November 2019. The club received a
sponsorship from Durbanville Lions which covered
the costs for the luncheon and refreshments.
The club once again welcomed some of the players who took part in the previous event in 2018,
who were exited to assist the newbies.
The final game of pairs was held between the
wheelies and the blind bowlers and as usual it was
exciting! The Wheelies were the winners, but
everybody that played received a prize.
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SUCCESSFUL RECIPE:
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Ambassadors for bowls and the
successful outcome follows the
simple steps in a bowls “recipes”.
In this instance it took some club Wheat; a
spoonful of Myrtle, some added Bright(ness);
mixed with a bunch of Schoolkids; a pinch of
WP Coaches and club members; stir in a bowls
clinic and last not least add another school….

O

n the 12th of August 2018 the WP
Membership and Marketing Liaison,
Taz Bright, was invited into Eros Primary
School for children with Cerebral Palsy to do
a bowls introductory lesson. This was definitely not just another day and it was certainly not just another school; it was the
start of something special. On this day 135
leaners were introduced to the game, from
the abled to the disabled and for those 30
minutes we laughed and every single child
rolled a bowl and forgot for a second about
everything else. The pleasure that they all
shared that day left Taz sobbing as she
drove home. The realisation that bowls can
bring joy to so many people on varying degrees of any spectrum warmed her heart
and was motivation for the next step.
This exciting process had already started
long before that day. A Wheatfield Bowls
Club member and current Eros teacher had
been planting the bowling seed at her
school and club following her voluntary
inclusion in a Level A Coaching Course at
Plumstead Bowls Club earlier in the year.
The inspiring Myrtle Meyer and Taz Bright
started discussing the potential of children
from her school playing bowls. She was
knighted as the school bowls coordinator
and so the weekly practices started and the
word spread within the school.

The 24 learners from Eros Primary seen here with coaches and teachers during a
practise session at the Wheatfield BC in preparation for their interschool’s match .

During the same year, just two and half
months after their introduction, on 31 October, Eros Primary played their first interschool’s competition against the Dominican
School for the Deaf.
This was made possible by a number of
factors. Firstly, the Western Province pilot
holiday clinic took place during September
at Kraaifontein Bowling Club. The club sponsored the school and the school committed
to transporting all of the learners for a 3 day
clinic during these holidays. The generosity

and commitment for these children was
overwhelming. We could then see the impact that this clinic had achieved with the
learners who played in a pair’s competition
towards the end of the clinic and with some
of them even calling shots into the head.
This result then encouraged all involved to
take the next step and organise an event
between two schools.
At the Inter….. please page over for more

This group of young people enjoyed their bowls! Learners from the Dominican School (the pilot
school in the WP Youth Development Project) played learners from Eros Primary (who only
started in August) in their first interschools match at the Plumstead BC. This marked the start
of what the sport of bowls can offer so many children. “The Dominican School took the trophy
winning 58-51 overall. Amazing sportsmanship, spirit and support displayed by all”.
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SUCCESSFUL RECIPE
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CONTINUED:At the interschool’s competition a total of
24 juniors from each school competed
against each other, this time the hosting
club being Plumstead. After an amazing
display of sportsmanship, enjoyment and
support by all the Dominican School took
the trophy winning 58-51 overall.
There is absolutely no way this day would
have been possible without the teamwork
of so many individuals – Myrtle Meyer,
Eros Primary School staff, WP M&M liaison
Taz Bright, the WP Coaches Standing Committee and all the WP bowling clubs.

The way forward:Following the introductory lesson on the
Eros school premises, Western Province
Bowls has since registered 25 juniors and 3
teachers as well as 5 club members as Level
A Coaches. Now the school is running an 8
week termly programme on a Thursday
morning with their own qualified coaches
and a school liaison. With dedication and
dreams the ultimate plan came together.

Top left: Learners at play during the Interschool’s day at Plumstead.
Top Right: Wheatfield BC and others were thanked and congratulated
on their dedication (Left) for bringing bowls to Eros Primary School.

The Eros primary school and Wheatfield BC
are united in an understanding and shared
vision for the future of the WP Bowls
Schools Programme. Thanks to the dedication of some individuals, WP are now able
to move into linking the next school and
club. Slowly and before we know it, the WP
Schools League might just become a reality!
Special moments:A special moment was shared recently with
Eros Primary during their Awards Assembly
when the school “congratulated and
thanked Wheatfield BC for their dedication

and commitment in
introducing bowls to
their learners - giving them an opportunity in a new sport
#1sport4life”. The learners from Eros school
face a variety of challenges everyday, however with the teachers and volunteers at
their side, a “message of unity and hope is
always clear”. Disability month in November
gave WP Bowls the honour to welcome this
school to our bowling family.
Congratulations all—M&M
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93 DIFFERENTLY-ABLED ACCEPT BOWLS INVITE

K

lerksdorp Bowling Club hosted the
"Bowls for the Disabled" Awareness Day
on the 19th of November 2019. The club had
more than 90 invited disabled people in
attendance. The Klerksdorp Bowls executive
member for Membership and Marketing,
Josh Radebe, took it upon himself to get a
small committee of club members to organise
the event. With the assistance and support of
Marie Dunn the arrangements were made.
Needless to say the club was very surprised
to find out that a total of 93 disabled people
from the Klerksdorp area with a range of
disabilities had accepted the invitation.

other sponsors made it possible to not only
give each and every person something to eat
and drink but also to facilitate the event on
the day. The participants were addressed by
the North West Province Bowls Associations
President Mr Jan Koekemoer and welcomed
by the President of Klerksdorp BC Mr. Piet
Croucamp. Bowls SA National Standing Committee M&M was also represented by Henry
Peens (KBC and NW executive) and Sega Mokoto (NSCMM responsible for North West
Province) (see insert of Sega’s experience on
the day on this page).

A short introduction to the game of bowls
The Klerksdorp bowls executive and many was given by Josh Radebe (KBC Executive
M&M). A facilitator was shared by
every 8 disabled players and a rink
was allocated to every group. The
facilitators were members of the
club who had offered their time and
dedication for the event. It must
also be mentioned that the group
leaders from each school, home or
institution should be congratulated
on the way they handled the day in
not just organising but assisting
with the participants they brought
to the club. These group leaders
Facilitators / members of the NSC:M&M shared the basic skills of the game
and interacted with the players. What a day to remember—a fun day with
differently-abled players at Klerksdorp BC
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played a positive role in the activities and
assisted the players with special needs where
necessary, needs that we, the normal person,
do not always understand and know about.
Dedication and sometimes patience was required from every facilitator but at the end of
the day the game of bowls won.
This event gave new perspective to the abled
players. To coach or train a person with a
disability is not always easy. One must understand the difficulty and compromise
where possible to make it work. The disabled
players had a wonderful time. The smiles and
happiness experienced during the session
were priceless. Delivery styles - well you had
to admit, some had never been seen before
but for some of them it worked and they
could play and enjoy themselves.
Thanks must go to Bowls South Africa for the
November awareness and North West Province Bowls Association, specifically Klerksdorp
BC for hosting such a remarkable day on the
calendar. The club hopes to see some of the
players back to continue with the great experience of playing bowls. This event also shows
that any person, no matter the disability or
injury, age or gender, can play the game.

“In bowls we never stop learning” says Segametise Mokoto,
member of the NSC M&M. “I learned a lot from the mentally
and physically disabled. My experience was one of mixed
feelings—it was very exciting, awesome, beautiful but very
emotional. It made me aware that to them is was so much
more than just playing the sport of bowls but it was spiritually
lifting, a confidence booster and an experience. It was a moment to remember, which proved to me that they don’t usually
get the opportunity to indulge in such practices. As an individual I also realised that it doesn’t take much to change
someone’s life to the positive or to add value to it. It is very
hard work when dealing with the mentally and physically
challenged requiring patience and understanding. I appreciated the invitation to be involved at Klerksdorp and It was an
honour to share the day”.

SOWETO FUN DAY

J
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ohannesburg Bowls Association and the
Soweto Bowls Development Programme
were invited by the City of Johannesburg,
along with the department of Social Services,
to roll out the bowls mats in Dlamini hall in
Soweto.
With more than 200 participants it was great
to introduce the game to many people who
had never heard of the sport of bowls before.
It was a fun day for the differently abled with
the JBA juniors from the development program assisting on the day.

NATIONAL STANDING COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP AND MARKETING

BIAS(ED) ABOUT M&M - JACQUES SWANEPOEL

T

he New Year
has started,
and with it, a new
season for bowls.
As with the greens
at the beginning
of a season, the
marketing strategy also needs to
be revamped and
levelled for the new season. Goals need to
be measured and new goals set. With this
process in mind, combined with New Year
resolutions and our dreams for bowls in
2020, it is good to reflect on what has happened since our last newsletter.
The team of M&M saw some changes. Two
new members joined us and we welcome
Henry Peens and Johann van der Wath
both from the North West District. Our
“skip” David Hamer has moved to the A
side and is now a member of the BSA Executive. From a small Northern Cape community I have been entrusted to be the new
M&M “skip” for this season.

Bowls 4 the Disabled month was held in
November and I would like to thank all the
clubs that took part in this important initiative. As we all know bowls prides itself on its
health benefits and that we are truly
1sport4life and this could not have been
better reflected than by seeing our differently abled players on the greens during
November. We must continue to grow our
membership in this section of our community. Some of the members of the M&M team
were touched by an event they attended
and the ongoing challenges these
#differently-abled players need to overcome. The clubs that hosted events are
applauded and we are all proud to be associated with the sport of bowls.

The 2020 levelling and revamp has already started with the first initiative for
February/March already set up. The
’#Touchers4CANSA’ project will ask
clubs to open their hearts and their
clubs once again to raise funds for cancer which touches us all in some way or

form. Clubs are asked to send their
planned events to us in order for CANSA
to attend. They will then be willing to do
presentations and provide medals at
events. If your district or club is unable
to host an event during the month of
February please still consider arranging
one a little later and also sending us
those details. We will be adding all
these events to our Facebook Page as
we get to know of them, so make sure
you are following our page (1Sport4Life)
so that you get to hear about all them.
Finally from my side, remember the best
way to grow our sport is by clubs and their
members showing how much FUN and enjoyment they have in playing our sport of
bowls. Please share your fun and happy
moments with us. Making this sport
1sport4life is certainly in the hands of each
of our bowlers. Let us invite and share and
care, let us all be ‘Ambassadors for Bowls’.
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AWARENESS DAY TRULY 1SPORT4LIFE

L
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awn bowls is truly a 1sport4life and
Warrenton Bowls Club had 19 members from the community to share the
experience. The goal of the event was to
show that people with disabilities can
play the sport but due to social factors in
the small unemployed community not
many disabled players could attend on
the day.

At the start of the day a short talk was
given on the benefits of bowls to both
able and differently abled players. The
game then got underway, and players
found they were enjoying themselves so
much that they didn’t want to stop. In
the end the club had to actually ask players to stop for hotdogs – proof that they
really enjoyed the sport.

The initiative was run by the newest
member at Warrenton BC, Robben
Chaamano, who started playing the sport
just a few months ago. Being a soccer
coach, DJ and single father, Robben was
looking for a sport which he and his
daughter could enjoy together. And he
found this in lawn bowls.

A representative from the Department of
Sport in the Francis Baard District were
invited to join the Warrenton BC for this
event.
The representative, Goitsemodimo Mpho Motshabi, was impressed
by what bowls had to offer.

Bowls SA and the NSC M&M hereby encourages districts/clubs to host
events within the month of February (and/or March) with the theme
‘Touchers4CANSA’ where cancer survivors and members of the community involved with cancer in different aspects are given the opportunity to
experience lawn bowls, as not only #1sport4life but truly a sport for all.

PROTEA JOINS SEDGEFIELD TO SHARE AWARENESS

S

edgefield Bowling Club held their Differently-abled Awareness
Day on 3 November as part of an initiative by Bowls South Africa. The morning, sponsored by Chas Everitt, was organised with
thanks to Jeremy Middleton. The morning was spent with an enjoyable game of bowls followed by a Bring and Braai.

Chris gave a talk on his life in a wheelchair and his accomplishments
in both sport and business. Chris and Julie complimented Sedgefield
Bowling Club on what we have done and are still trying to achieve in
making our club disability friendly. A short talk was also given on
Blind Bowlers by a member from George.

Sedgefield had the privilege to be joined by Chris Patton, a Protea
differently-abled player from Knysna BC, and Julie Deferville from
Plettenberg Bay BC, a gold medal winner in the pairs event (with
partner Vicky vd Merwe) at the National Disability Awareness Championships 2019. At the Braai, Julie gave us an insight into what Bowls
South Africa is doing to promote awareness of disabled people in
sport.

Contact for news, social media, information:- mandm@bowlssa.co.za
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DIFFERENTLY-ABLED AWARENESS

W

e’re all ‘differently-abled’ so let’s
work and play together during
National Disability Awareness Month with
the focus to include all differently-abled
people in normal daily life - a right enshrined in our constitution.
Sports and leisure activities should be avail-

able to all, including the differently-abled,
since it brings fun, fitness, and a social life.
Lawn bowls is especially attractive because
it can be enjoyed by everybody of any age
and by those with physical limitations or
mobility challenges. For the differently –
abled however, ‘accessibility’ to sports facilities is the crucial aspect.
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Extract from CXpress 27/11/19, with permission from the editor, Esther de Villiers this
extract is the words of Rita Hardaker, Chairman of The Diffferently-abled Awareness
Campaign, NPO # 213-661, part of an article
(CXpress 27/11/19) to promote differently
abled awareness in Plettenberg Bay.

Bowls South Africa and NSC Membership and Marketing would like to thank the districts and clubs that support the events to raise
awareness. During the Disability month, not only did clubs raise awareness in the community but also raise awareness of differentlyabled people and the interest to partake in a sport. It is wonderful to see that this awareness has also drawn other members of the
community whether local government, NGO’s or new sponsors. Each person being introduced to the sport is a potential member for
our sport. M&M would like to thank those that took time to send us some photographs, write a short piece or just send a newspaper
article to us:- Rita Hardaker from the Differently-Abled Awareness Campaign, the editor, Esther de Villiers for the placing of an article in CXpress 27/11/19, Mandy Latimore for your knowledge, and those on behalf of the clubs or districts; Julie Deferville, Terry
Turner, Beppie Summersgill, Hennie Venter, Jacques Swanepoel, Taz Bright, Henry Peens and Keith Lindsay (names attached to news
received). Thank you to those in the background making this possible. M&M
Julie, with the help of Rita Hardaker and the Differently-abled Awareness Campaign certainly brought
home this awareness through running ‘Day 4 DisaDesiree Levin—PDBSA committee member and bowls bility’. This type of event should be promoted at
every bowling and sports club and way beyond into
member of Killarney BC Johannesburg
On and after hearing Mandy’s presentation on uni- every walk of life.
versal access, I was amazed at our ignorance of the Rita Hardaker - Chairperson of the Differently-abled
requirements for the disabled and the spectrum of Awareness Campaign
able-bodied people requiring help. It is not until one My one thought is that very few people knew that
this was an historical event, the first, ever, sports
either needs a facility or has a mishap requiring
day for the Differently-abled in Plettenberg Bay. To
facilities, that one becomes aware of surroundings Julie, who took this very special day to heart and
and needs. I certainly have never thought of between her and a handful of helpers she led, ar‘Universal Access’ as accommodating such a broad ranged, produced an emotionally charged event
which should have made headline news all over. It
spectrum of life from baby prams, toddlers, disabled
has put bowls on the map and this will be the forepersons, wheelchair bound people, people with runner of many more to come. Thank you Julie.
temporary injuries to the elderly, people with pullChris Patton - PDBSA wheelchair & Protea bowler
along bags, short people and the likes thereof. The
Julie, thank you for all your hard work and dedicatalk given by Mandy Latimore should be given tion to pulling Saturday's event together, and to
around the country for enlightenment - every hospi- Larry and all the other Plett BC members (and coopted non-members) who gave their time to pull
tality and tourist industry should be enlightened.
things together. It was a day of passion... Passion by
My second comment is that the people we came
those involved to learn about bowling with differing
across, either participating in or watching this abilities, or to contributing to either PDBSA or the
awareness day, were very tolerant and helpful be- accessibilisation of the club, and the passion of the
fore they tried to bowl being temporarily disabled, merry band of DA bowlers who got stuck in with the
bowls… The day was a lot of fun and I hope it
but all the more so, after seeing what is required
pushed the necessary buttons. And I don't know if
and what strength of character is needed to survive you saw it happen, but I think when the one gent
in our world and to participate in competition or lost his balance lowering me down the steps and my
chair tipped over backwards I hope that was seen by
public events.
anyone at the club who does not see the im-

During the event held in Plettenberg Bay, various role players also gave their input.

portance of getting ramps in place ASAP and how
despite all our presences, the club is far from accessible... I think the gent was alright, while for me it
was a lucky fall - I stayed in my chair (sometimes
when tipping I fall out and that is when injuries and
indignities happen) and help was soon on hand to
right me up again.

Dave Coutts - 1 year stroke survivor, being coached
at PBBC
Firstly the organisation was incredible. By getting
the bowling club members involved meant that I felt
like I am part of the community again! It was so
good to experience the “playing field” being levelled
and everyone able to participate together in a fun
way- while still creating awareness. It definitely
boosted my confidence, especially being able to
compete in the afternoon tabs-in game with teammates of mixed abilities. Once again thanks very
much.
Hugh Stacey - bowler and coach, PBBC member
I was amazed by the positivity and exuberance of
the disabled people who played with us on that day.

Marialena - able-bodied, PBBC
This Day 4 Disability’ was an eye opener and I feel
should be repeated.
Linda - able-bodied participant, PBBC
Your D4D day certainly brought home to me just
how difficult it is for the differently-abled to still
partake in a sport which they no doubt enjoy tremendously.
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